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The Holy Bible Containing the Old and New Testaments: the Text Printed from the
Most Correct Copies of the Present Authorized Translation, Including the Marginal
Readings and Parallel Texts: Romans to RevelationThe First Epistle to the
Corinthians1 and 2 ThessaloniansReading Romans in PompeiiUnCorinthian
LeadershipAn Introduction to the Study of PaulThe Better WayPaul: A Critical
LifeThe Apostle PaulTheology of the New TestamentSt. Paul's CorinthA critical and
exegetical commentary on the second epistle to the Corinthians. 1. Introduction
and commentary on II Corinthians I - VIISt. Paul's Epistles to the ThessaloniansSaint
Paul's Epistle to the GalatiansNew Testament Commentary Survey“Remain in Your
Calling”Emerging Leadership in the Pauline MissionThe Acts of the ApostlesThe
Pauline EpistlesText, Image, and Christians in the Graeco-Roman WorldConflict and
Community in CorinthThe Games People PlayThe Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The
RomansSt. Paul's epistle to the Galatians. A revised text with introduction, notes,
and dissertations. By J. B. Lightfoot. Fifth editionThe popular Biblical educator [by J.
Blackburn].The Epistles to the Corinthians [Gr. text] with notes and dissertations,
by A.P. StanleyApostle PaulJesus and Paul before ChristianityOrality and Literacy in
Early ChristianityThe Holy BibleSt. Paul's CorinthIntroducing Early ChristianitySt.
Paul's EphesusThe Not-Very-Persecuted ChurchSt. Paul's Epistle to the GalatiansSt.
Paul's CorinthThe Expositor's Greek TestamentThe book of texts of ancient and
modern history, &cAfter Paul Left Corinth: The Influence of Secular Ethics and
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Social Change1 Corinthians

The Holy Bible Containing the Old and New Testaments: the
Text Printed from the Most Correct Copies of the Present
Authorized Translation, Including the Marginal Readings and
Parallel Texts: Romans to Revelation
The First Epistle to the Corinthians
1 and 2 Thessalonians
Understand Not Only What Scripture Says but How to Live It Today A new
commentary for today’s world, The Story of God Bible Commentary explains and
illuminates each passage of Scripture in light of the Bible’s grand story. The first
commentary series to do so, SGBC offers a clear and compelling exposition of
biblical texts, guiding everyday readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out
the Bible in their own contexts. Its story-centric approach is ideal for pastors,
students, Sunday school teachers, and laypeople alike. Three easy-to-use sections
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designed to help readers live out God’s story: LISTEN to the Story: Includes
complete NIV text with references to other texts at work in each passage,
encouraging the reader to hear it within the Bible’s grand story EXPLAIN the Story:
Explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its canonical and historical
setting LIVE the Story: Reflects on how each text can be lived today and includes
contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers, teachers, and students

Reading Romans in Pompeii
Who was the real founder of Christianity as it is known today--Jesus or Paul? What,
if any, was the connection between them? These and other questions about the
two historical figures have occupied biblical scholars and the Christian church for
many years up to the present time. This book proposes new ways of framing the
questions as well as new approaches to answering them. Neither Jesus nor Paul
spoke of a new world religion, separate from Judaism, that would envelop the
planet and last for millennia. This study seeks to locate both figures in their
respective places in the first century, in Jewish contexts and within the larger
Greco-Roman society. The aim is to transcend the language and thought patterns
of later generations of theologians in order to hear more clearly the prophetic
voices of Jesus and Paul on their terms and in their social locations. By so doing,
Shillington lays the groundwork for a more authentic translation of their vision and
mission into modern alternatives, including better Jewish-Christian relations.
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UnCorinthian Leadership
In this new volume, renowned scholar Jerome Murphy-O'Connor does for Ephesus
what he did for Corinth in his award-winning St. Paul's Corinth. He combs the works
of twenty-six ancient authors for information about ancient Ephesus, from its
beginnings to the end of the biblical era. Readers can now picture for themselves
this second of the two major centers of Paul's missionary work, with its houses,
shops, and monuments, and above al the world-renowned temple of Artemis. After
presenting the textual and archaeological evidence, Murphy-O'Connor leads the
reader on a walk through St. Paul's Ephesus and describes the history of Paul's
years in the city. Although Ephesus has been a ruin for many hundreds of years,
readers of this book will find themselves transported back to the days of its
flourishing.

An Introduction to the Study of Paul
Remain in Your Calling explores the way the Apostle Paul negotiates and
transforms existing social identities of the Corinthian Christ-followers in order to
extend his gentile mission. Building on the findings of Tucker's first monograph,
You Belong to Christ: Paul and the Formation of Social Identity in 1 Corinthians 1-4,
this work expands the focus to the rest of 1 Corinthians. The study addresses the
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way Paul forms Christ-movement identity and the kind of identity that emerges
from his kinship formation. It examines the way previous Jewish and gentile social
identities continue but are also transformed "in Christ." It then provides case
studies from 1 Corinthians that show the way social-scientific criticism and ancient
source material provide insights concerning Paul's formational goals. The first looks
at the way Roman water practices and patronage influence baptismal practices in
Corinth. The next uncovers the challenges associated with the transformation of
the Roman household when it functions as sacred space within the ekklesia. The
final study investigates the way Paul uses apocalyptic discourse to recontextualize
the Corinthians' identity in order to remind them that God, rather than the Roman
Empire, is in control of history.

The Better Way
Paul: A Critical Life
Twenty-four scholars join their efforts to congratulate David Lee Balch for a long
career of dedication to scholarship and teaching. Topics range from the life of early
Christian house churches to the kinds of challenges that early Christians needed to
negotiate in their artistic and literary worlds as they established their own identity.
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Contributors Edward Adams Frederick E Brenk Warren Carter John R. Clarke Everett
Ferguson John T. Fitzgerald Richard A. Freund Ronald F. Hock Robin M. Jensen
Davina C. Lopez Margaret Y. MacDonald Abraham J. Malherbe Aliou CissŽ Niang
Peter Oakes Todd Penner Leo G. Perdue Turid Karlsen Seim Dennis E. Smith Yancy
W. Smith Stephen V. Sprinkle Hal Taussig Oliver Larry Yarbrough

The Apostle Paul
Theology of the New Testament
In The Games People Play, Robert Ellis constructs a theology around the global
cultural phenomenon of modern sport, paying particular attention to its British and
American manifestations. Using historical narrative and social analysis to enter the
debate on sport as religion, Ellis shows that modern sport may be said to have
taken on some of the functions previously vested in organized religion. Through
biblical and theological reflection, he presents a practical theology of sport's
appeal and value, with special attention to the theological concept of
transcendence. Throughout, he draws on original empirical work with sports
participants and spectators. The Games People Play addresses issues often
considered problematic in theological discussions of sport such as gender, race,
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consumerism, and the role of the modern media, as well as problems associated
with excessive competition and performance-enhancing substances. As Ellis
explains, "Sporting journalists often use religious language in covering sports
events. Salvation features in many a headline, and talk of moments of redemption
is not uncommon. Perhaps, somewhere beyond the cliched hyperbole, there is
some theological truth in all this after all."

St. Paul's Corinth
A critical and exegetical commentary on the second epistle to
the Corinthians. 1. Introduction and commentary on II
Corinthians I - VII
St. Paul's Epistles to the Thessalonians
Studying the theology of the New Testament can be a daunting task, even to the
knowledgeable Bible student or pastor. Each of the twenty-seven books, written by
various authors, has its own theological emphasis and nuances. How do we elicit a
coherent message from such theological diversity, especially given that some of
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the theological statements in the New Testament seem to be at odds with one
another? Is such an endeavor achievable or even valid? Theology of the New
Testament takes a balanced approach in response to these challenges. Frank
Thielman presents a theology of the New Testament that is careful to take into
account the cultural and historical circumstances surrounding each book and the
New Testament as a whole. He not only examines each book’s theological content
individually, but also in relation to the rest of the New Testament, particularly
within each of the three theological units that comprise the New Testament: the
gospels and Acts, the Pauline epistles, and the general epistles and Revelation.
This canonical and synthetic approach honors both the theological diversity of the
various books and the theological connections between the books. In the end,
Thielman finds a unified theological vision of the New Testament, anchored in the
centrality of Jesus Christ. Frank Thielman’s Theology of the New Testament is an
outstanding achievement. The book is marked by scholarly depth, exegetical rigor,
and theological profundity. Both students and professors will profit immensely from
this lucid treatment of the theology contained in the New Testament documents.
Thomas R. Schreiner Professor of New Testament, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary An accessible presentation of the key theological points of
the New Testament books by an accomplished New Testament scholar and
teacher. Its clear style, lucid organization, and sound theological insight make it a
prime resource for serious students in both the academy and the church. Karen H.
Jobes, PhD Associate Professor of New Testament, Westmont College
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Saint Paul's Epistle to the Galatians
Whether the Second Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians is a single document or a
compilation of two or more, and the question of Paul's relations with the Corinthian
church between the despatch of the First and the composition of the Second letter
(or letters), have been matters of debate since the eighteenth century.Margaret
Thrall's commentary engages with these and all the other issues associated with 2
Corinthians. There follows a detailed verse-by-verse exegesis of chapters 1-7,
which attempts to understand the viewpoint of the original readers of the text as
well as Paul's own.This volume covers many of Paul's writings which have evoked
considerable scholarly interest in recent years. This is an exemplary addition to the
ICC series.

New Testament Commentary Survey
“Remain in Your Calling”
In this comprehensive introduction to the apostle Paul, Stanley Porter devotes
serious consideration both to the background and major contours of Paul’s thought
and to the unique contributions of each of his letters. Porter begins by introducing
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the Pauline tradition and outlining the basics of Paul’s life, the chronology of his
ministry, and his several imprisonments. Porter then discusses the background to
Paul’s thought, examines some of the major themes of his writings, and treats
issues concerning the Pauline epistles, such as pseudonymity and canon. Finally,
Porter delves into all thirteen of Paul’s letters individually, placing them within their
historical contexts and examining critical issues relating to the content and
interpretation of each letter. The result is a thorough, balanced treatment of one of
the most important figures in Christianity.

Emerging Leadership in the Pauline Mission
Where did Paul find leaders for his new churches? How did he instruct and develop
them? What processes took place to stabilize the churches and institute their new
leadership? This book carves a fresh trail in leadership studies by looking at
leadership development from a group-dynamic, social identity perspective. Paul
engages the cultural leadership patterns of his key local leaders, publicly affirming,
correcting, and improving those patterns to conform to a Christlike pattern of
sacrificial service. Paul's own life and ministry offer a motivational and
authoritative model for his followers, because he embodies the leadership style he
teaches. As a practical theologian avant la lettre, Paul contextualizes key
theological themes to strengthen community and leadership formation, and equips
his church leaders as entrepreneurs of Christian identity. A careful comparison of
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the Corinthian and Ephesian churches demonstrates a similar overall pattern of
development. This study engages Pauline scholarship on church office in depth and
offers alternative readings of five Pauline epistles, generating new insights to
enrich dogmatic and practical theological reflection. In a society where many
churches reflect on their missional calling, such input from the NT for
contemporary Christian leadership formation is direly needed.

The Acts of the Apostles
Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle,
written to the founders of the church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the
importance of faith in overcoming mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining
redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell

The Pauline Epistles
The Apostle Paul's dramatic and much-discussed conversion on the road to
Damascus radically changed the course of his life--as well as the Christian religion.
Can a new narrative, and a new perspective, be brought to this two-thousand-yearold story and centuries of critical thought and study? Writer and filmmaker Robert
Orlando believes it can. Apostle Paul: A Polite Bribe is a dramatic and challenging
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book, inspired by his controversial film of the same name. This groundbreaking
look at Paul's life draws on extensive research into Paul's letters and the book of
Acts to reveal Paul's human attitudes and insecurities. Orlando reconstructs a fresh
take on the Apostle Paul's life and proposes that Paul, as one of Christianity's most
celebrated converts, may have needed more than faith and fervor to convince the
other apostles to accept his vision of Christian ministry. Apostle Paul: A Polite Bribe
illustrates how a vision of promise eventually leads to a hopeless prison cell and
ultimately, a new religion, challenging the traditional perspective to inspire new
thought on one of the best-known founders of the Christian religion.

Text, Image, and Christians in the Graeco-Roman World
This tried and tested introduction to Paul needs little introduction of its own. After
considering Paul's importance and influence, and the important sources for the
study of Paul, the volume covers the following key topics: the earliest period of
Christianity - from Jesus to Paul; Paul's life before and after his 'conversion'; his
individual letters; the major elements of his theology; his attitude to Israel and the
Jewish law; perspectives on the Pauline assemblies, including their socio-economic
location, meeting places, and attitudes towards women; and Paul's legacy in the
New Testament and beyond. The volume has been revised throughout and fully
updated with respect to bibliography, and to presenting the latest debates
surrounding Paul's thought in a manageable format - including those around 'old'
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and 'new' perspectives, with a new section on the 'radical' new Jewish perspective,
and those related to the socio-economic status and character of the Pauline
assemblies. The helpful study questions and reading lists have also been revised.

Conflict and Community in Corinth
The Games People Play
The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The Romans
Laurie Guy provides an illuminating, broad-brush survey of the early church in its
first four centuries. Readers get to witness the emergence of Great Tradition
Christianity as themes unfold over time regarding women, persecution and
martyrdom, asceticism and monasticism, eucharist and baptism, doctrine and the
ecumenical councils.

St. Paul's epistle to the Galatians. A revised text with
introduction, notes, and dissertations. By J. B. Lightfoot. Fifth
edition
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The popular Biblical educator [by J. Blackburn].
How do we live distinctively in communities embedded in the world around us? The
Not-Very-Persecuted Church provides church leaders, pastors, and Christians
interested in community development with principles for evaluating culture in light
of mission. Since we are called to live in community, the processes that build group
identity can help us understand how to live together well. Paul addressed some of
the problems that can occur in not-very-persecuted groups in the first four
chapters of 1 Corinthians, and he shows us the way suffering forms identity in that
context. With discussion questions and stories from personal interviews, this book
offers both fascinating glimpses into the world of the first century and practical
applications for Christians today.

The Epistles to the Corinthians [Gr. text] with notes and
dissertations, by A.P. Stanley
Amid the torrent of books on leadership that flood the marketplace of
contemporary Christianity, UnCorinthian Leadership takes a fresh, challenging, and
biblical approach. David Starling examines the teaching and leadership practices of
Paul in 1 Corinthians, and finds both a sharp critique of the "Corinthianized"
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practices that are endemic in much modern Western Christianity and a positive,
compelling theological vision for how leadership ought to function among the
people of Christ. The account of Christian leadership that emerges is grounded in
careful, contextual study of 1 Corinthians, and thoughtfully applied to the
circumstances and cultural pressures of our own times. Paying close attention to
the situation Paul addresses and the shape of his arguments, Starling highlights
the vivid relevance and enduring power of the letter. Students of 1 Corinthians will
find an illuminating guide to the contemporary application of the letter; Christian
leaders and students of leadership will find a refreshingly biblical account of what
makes Christian leadership Christian.

Apostle Paul
Corinth, one of the most fascinating centers of the early Christian movement, is
explored through both literary and archaeological means. In St. Paul's Corinth the
evidence of thirty-three Greek and Latin authors is arranged and presented
chronologically from the first century B.C.E. to the second century C.E. This third
revised and expanded edition includes new textual and archaeological material
based on continuing research on Corinth. The text of previous editions has been
thoroughly revised in the interest of greater clarity and accuracy. The edition also
includes updated maps and plans of the region. St. Paul's Corinth is divided into
four parts. Part 1: The Ancient Texts includes "Pausanias," "Antipater of Sidon,"
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"Polystratus," Cicero," "Crinagoras," "Diodorus Siculus," "Strabo," "Livy,"
"Propertius," "Vitruvius," "Philo," "Inscription Honouring Iunia Theodora," "Petronius
Arbiter," "Pliny the Elder," "Epictetus," "Flavius Josephus," "Martial," "PseudoJulian," "Dio Chrysostom," "Plutarch," "Juvenal," "Pliny the Younger," "Suetonius,"
Appian," "Florus," "Aelius Aristides," "Lucian," "Apuleius," Gellius," "Alciphron," "Dio
Cassius," "Philostratus," and "Athenaeus." Part 2: Paul in Corinth includes "The
Edict of Claudius," "The Proconsul Gallio," and "After the Founding Visit." Part 3:
Archaeology includes "House Churches and the Eucharist," "Temple Banquets and
the Body," and "The Workplace and the Apostolate." Part 4: Corinthian Bronze
includes "The Passion for Possession," "The Value of Corinthian Bronze," "The
Origins of Interest in Corinthian Bronze," "Corinthian Bronze in Rome," "How Was
Corinthian Bronze Made?" "Recognizing an Authentic Corinthian Bronze,"
"Corinthian Bronze Statues and Figurines," "Utilitarian but Beautiful," "Bronze
Production in Roman Corinth." Jerome Murphy-O'Connor, OP, teaches at the Ecole
Biblique in Jerusalem. "

Jesus and Paul before Christianity
When Paul came to Corinth he found a culture emerging from the ashes of Roman
power. As Julius Caesar rebuilt the fallen city he brought Roman culture to this
Greek community. Likewise, Paul's message of salvation in Jesus rebuilt the fallen
lives of people dominated by a culture of power. This power was displayed in
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violence, discrimination, sexuality, and spirituality. As this city emerged from the
ashes of humiliation the church emerged, by God's hand, from of the humiliation of
Jesus and the cross. Today the church emerges in a culture of power, humiliation,
and fear. Paul's challenge for the church is to be mature and practice unconditional
love. This love is permanent. This love develops and empowers others. This love
causes us to be in relationship with God and others. Through this love God's people
see face to face. The church can emerge to radiate love, peace, and
empowerment.

Orality and Literacy in Early Christianity
Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from the twentieth century to
the first century. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make
the return journey on our own. In other words, they focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don't discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable -- but the job is only half done! The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps us with both halves of the interpretive task. This new
and unique series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into modern
context. It explains not only what the Bible means but also how it can speak
powerfully today.
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The Holy Bible
The history of the Jesus movement and earliest Christianity requires careful
attention to the characteristics and peculiarities of oral and literate traditions.
Understanding the distinctive elements of Greco-Roman literacy potentially has
profound implications for the historical understanding of the documents and events
involved. Concepts such as media criticism, orality, manuscript culture, scribal
writing, and performative reading are explored in these chapters. The scene of
Greco-Roman literacy is analyzed by investigating writing and reading practices.
These aspects are then related to early Christian texts such as the Gospel of Mark
and sections from Paul's letters.

St. Paul's Corinth
The Oxford Bible Commentary is a Bible study and reference work for 21st century
students and readers that can be read with any modern translation of the Bible. It
offers verse-by-verse explanation of every book of the Bible by the world's leading
biblical scholars. From its inception, OBC has been designed as a completely nondenominational commentary, carefully written and edited to provide the best
scholarship in a readable style for readers from all different faith backgrounds. It
uses the traditional historical-critical method to search for the original meaning of
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the texts, but also brings in new perspectives and insights - literary, sociological,
and cultural - to bring out the expanding meanings of these ancient writings and
stimulate new discussion and further enquiry. Newly issued in a series of part
volumes, the OBC is now available in an affordable and portable format for the
commentaries to the Pauline Epistles. Includes a general introduction to using the
Commentary, in addition to an introduction to study of the New Testament, and to
the Pauline Corpus in particular.

Introducing Early Christianity
St. Paul's Ephesus
The Not-Very-Persecuted Church
St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians
Highly respected New Testament scholar D. A. Carson provides students and
pastors with expert guidance on choosing a commentary for any book of the New
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Testament. The seventh edition has been updated to assess the most recently
published commentaries. Carson examines sets, one-volume commentaries, and
New Testament introductions and theologies, offering evaluative comments on the
available offerings for each New Testament book. This is an essential guide to
building a reference library.

St. Paul's Corinth
The Expositor's Greek Testament
Here Jerome Murphy-O'Connor presents a completely new, and much more vivid
and dramatic account of the life of Paul than has ever previously been attempted.
From his childhood in Tarsus and his years as a student in Jerusalem to the
successes and failures of his ministry, this biography has no peer in terms of its
detailed reconstructions of Paul's movements and motives. Traditionally, the Acts
of the Apostles has provided the framework for the lives of Paul. In recent years,
however, the historical value of the Acts has been called into question. Despite the
accuracy of many details, they have been linked in ways which reflect the interests
of Luke rather than objective reality. Critical assessment is called for if they are to
be incorporated into a life of Paul. The prime source for a reconstruction of the
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Apostle's life must be his own writings. Recent advances in the study of the letters
have brought to light new depths which enables them to be used for biographical
purposes. The originality of this book lies in the combination of these two
approaches, which are reinforced by close attention to the social and cultural
aspects of Paul's ministry as revealed by archaeology and contemporary
texts—and it transforms a fountain of theological ideas into a human being.

The book of texts of ancient and modern history, &c
After Paul Left Corinth: The Influence of Secular Ethics and
Social Change
A new examination of a classic Christian text begins with the Greek text of the
Corinthians and outlines the most important theological, ethical, and sociohistorical issues surrounding this seminal book.

1 Corinthians
This commentary applies an exegetical method informed by both sociological
insight and rhetorical analysis to the study of I and 2 Corinthians. The study also
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analyzes the two letters of Paul in terms of Greco-Roman rhetoric and ancient
social conditions and customs to shed fresh light on the context and content of the
message.
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